Scholarships

Looking for money to support a student doing research abroad or to bring a student to Guelph for research, exchange or study? There are a variety of scholarship opportunities available but look at the application and eligibility requirements carefully. Most are specific to a geographic region and/or discipline.

U of Guelph travel scholarships [1]

Gov’t of Canada International Scholarships Portal [2] - a searchable data base of funding for Canadian students to study or conduct research abroad or to bring international scholars to Guelph

MITACS [3] - funding for student research and industry placements in any discipline both in Canada and Abroad

Queen’s Young Leaders Awards [4] - Exceptional people aged 18-29 will receive awards for leading the way where they live, in honour of Her Majesty The Queen’s 60-year contribution to the Commonwealth. We’ll support them to do more life-changing work. Grants will be made to organisations in selected Commonwealth countries that can show they are improving the lives of young people. The grants will help individuals gain new skills, employment and a voice in their communities.
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